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ARB Product Range 
Continues to Grow for 
the MQ Triton 

Since the release of the MY16 MQ Triton in May this year, ARB Corporation 
Ltd, a world leader in aftermarket 4x4 accessories, has been working 
tirelessly to build an outstanding accessory range to complement the 
vehicle. Designed and engineered with strength and practicality in mind, 
ARB’s range of gear includes front, rear, side and under body protection as 
well as the Classic canopy, Air Lockers and more. 
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Summit Bull Bar
Utilising 60.3mm outer frame and cross bar tub-
ing, as well as an extensive use of press forming 
in the construction, the Summit bull bar has 
been designed with a relentless pursuit of 
quality. The bar uses a split pan design for maxi-
mum strength and airflow as well as under wing 
protection panels to protect the vulnerable lower 
parts of the Triton. The bar is able to accommo-
date a range of low mount electric winches, up 
to 10,000lb, and includes twin Hi-Lift jack points 
to assist with difficult recovery situations. Provi-
sion for ARB Intensity LED and IPF driving lights 
are integrated into the top pan of the bar, while 
a redesigned fog light surround and ARB LED 
indicator/clearance light assembly is included as 
standard.

Summit Side Rails and Steps
Side rails and protection steps integrate with the 
Triton Summit bull bar, offering protection to vul-
nerable quarter and door panels. The patented 
side rail attachment system provides uncompro-
mised strength while the all-new, clear anodised 
tread plate provides easy ingress/egress to the 
vehicle in all weather conditions. A stand alone 
protection step is also available for the Triton. 

Summit Rear Step Tow Bar
The all new Summit rear step tow bar for the 
Triton is a class leading rear protection and tow 
system designed to appear as original vehicle 
equipment in finish and integration. The through 
tub mounting system attaches to the chassis to 
provide exceptional levels of strength. A 50mm, 
3.5t tow hitch enables heavy trailers, caravans 
or boats to be connected with ease, while also 
allowing the use of a hitch mounted recovery 
point. A lift up cover panel conceals trailer elec-
trics, with the option to fit an ARB air compressor 
outlet, rear camera connection and a 50amp 
Anderson plug.

Classic Canopy 
Complementing the design of the vehicle and 
its high sided tub, the ARB Classic canopy is now 
available in standard height configuration with 
either a smooth or textured exterior finish for the 
Triton. The canopy is available with either sliding 
or lift up windows, which are positioned low 
on the canopy shell to provide easy access into 
the back of the vehicle. As part of the fitment 
process, additional tailgate seals are added to 
the rear corners of the vehicle tub in order to 
minimise water and dust ingress through the 
tailgate. The rear door is fitted with a high mount 
LED stop lamp, a forward facing interior light 
and specially selected gas assist struts with a low 
opening force for ease of use. ARB canopy shells 
are made from a special co-extruded ABS plastic 
for strength and durability. A number of roof rack 
options and other accessories are also available.

Sportguard Ute Liner
The new ARB Sportguard for the Triton contains 
a clever new five piece design that simply snaps 
together with no drilling required, making the 
installation process straightforward. The anti-slip 
floor ensures all materials placed on the tray 
of the Triton remain stationary whilst in transit. 
The multi-piece tub liner is cleverly designed to 
minimise wasted load space by following the 
contour of the original tray and by retaining the 
original factory load tie down points. The ARB 
Sportguard incorporates a gutter channel in the 
floor design which directs unwanted liquid from 
the tray to the tailgate area, where it can easily 
drain away. The tailgate piece with Sportguard 
is a “cap off” design, engineered to complement 
the under rail design of the ute liner. 

Air Lockers
Designed and manufactured in Australia,
ARB Air Lockers will enhance the traction of the 
Triton in just about any terrain. With a state-
of-the-art two piece design, forged gears for 
the ultimate in strength and durability, and an 
industry-leading five year warranty, ARB Air Lock-
ers combine quality equipment with a reliable 
backing.
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Coming Soon
In addition to the above, the following list 
of products for the MQ Triton will also be 
available soon, throughout ARB stores and 
stockists across Australia. 

ARB Commercial bar
ARB Sahara bar
ARB Alloy bar
ARB Ascent canopy
ARB Recovery points 
ARB Under vehicle protection
Old Man Emu suspension
ARB Frontier fuel tank
Outback solutions drawers 
Safari snorkel
ARB ute lid
Auxiliary battery tray
Long Ranger fuel tank
Recaro seats
Clearview towing mirrors
SmartBar
Hayman Reese towbar

All media enquiries should be directed  
to Sam Boden:

T  (03) 9761 6622 Fax: (03) 9721 9093
W  www.arb.com.au 
E sboden@arb.com.au
P  PO Box 105, Kilsyth, Vic 3137

About ARB 

Founded in 1975 in Melbourne, ARB 4x4 Accessories 
is now Australia’s largest manufacturer and distributor 
of aftermarket 4WD accessories. With products 
including bull bars, protection equipment, Old Man 
Emu suspension, Air Lockers, roof racks, canopies and 
recovery equipment, our primary mission is to prepare 
vehicles for the remote and harsh conditions typically 
encountered off road. ARB currently has more than 50 
stores and over 100 stockists located across Australia, as 
well as offices in the United States, Thailand and Europe, 
and an export network reaching more than a hundred 
countries around the world.

ARB Summit side rails and steps

ARB Classic canopy, trade rack and rear loading rollers

ARB Sportguard ute liner


